
TERMINATOR COMPARISON: WHICH MODEL IS RIGHT FOR YOU? 

 Floor Removal, Ride-On Floor Scrapers, Surface Prep, Floor Demolition 

Our Terminator line is one that Bartell Global is very proud of. A lot of time and 

hard work went in to making the very best possible ride-on floor scraper for our 

customers and that hard work has paid off. Our Terminators outperform any 

other ride-on floor scraper on the market, and it continues to be an industry 

favorite. But with different versions, many aren’t always sure which machine is 

best for them. 

So if you’re one of those people looking to quickly understand the main 

differences, so you can get the right ride-on floor scraper for you, we’ve 

highlighted the main differences below to make it easier. 

To see all of our Terminator Ride on Floor Scraper models in Detail, Click Here 

THE TERMINATORS: 

TERMINATOR INFINITY (ALL DAY BATTERY) 
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http://blog.bartellglobal.com/topic/floor-removal
http://blog.bartellglobal.com/topic/ride-on-floor-scrapers
http://blog.bartellglobal.com/topic/surface-prep
http://blog.bartellglobal.com/topic/floor-demolition
http://blog.bartellglobal.com/cs/c/?cta_guid=5206f2f7-f129-4af7-a8a5-3e54919e5cd1&placement_guid=355b80c4-cef5-466a-a8a1-6ede2c58a401&portal_id=523764&canon=http%3A%2F%2Fblog.bartellglobal.com%2Fterminator-comparison-which-model-is-right-for-you&redirect_url=APefjpGLFyyrXDXNVLlAGlXmRK6EY4xUGD9wXaPH9ocemhy_CtxuXE67dLSJxLU7sukbfOUwP0v4KOna9DVxEV4w8YVKq-bJ0Wmcjwva9wCcAZH57HLpsMR-3xZpeZ6dPIHQHTZvJsI6qoh8XmXv7wONYk8kqmTB5NzQ5ieagZOcyROJ1VpYNxSIP6CIps5TZP1QEbkfcGj51b9d51pEljIKtPijQWdNrllOzLIcr8pFbWm3WWQ4neujQYC-arV4wU-Pvn7nmkixgejkx1goAx2U2zV1kSZPDqZNVBBgUHUHWhrpLViYVgVmfacjYe23z7Ep0KYsziJf&click=8b03c06f-3769-4090-b264-c123c7f633d3&hsutk=fe97be176bc9dbad43e2667e1006220c&utm_referrer=http%3A%2F%2Fblog.bartellglobal.com%2F&pageId=4612740986&__hstc=55119156.fe97be176bc9dbad43e2667e1006220c.1507832274825.1507832274825.1507832274825.1&__hssc=55119156.17.1552065763020&__hsfp=2995690750


The Terminator Infinity is the newest 

addition to the Terminator Floor Scraper Series. It has an All Day Battery 

incorporated into it so that you can keep working without needing to worry 

about the battery lasting. The Infinity is excellent for removing all types of 

flooring materials, but really shines on softer materials such as VCT, carpet, 

linoleum and other soft materials. It will have no problem removing harder 

materials such as tile and hardwood, but if this is the main type of removal you 

do, a different machine may suit you better in the long run. 

The Terminator Infinity has a 6hp motor that gives the machine a 160ft/min 

travel speed. This is approximately 40ft/min faster than competitive machines. 

TERMINATOR 2200 PRO 
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This propane machine is designed to tackle the most aggressive jobs. It weighs in 

at approximately 2310lbs (1048kg), making it that much more aggressive when 

tearing up VCT, carpet, ceramic, hardwood, roofing material, sports courts, and 

just about any other flooring material. With incredibly high production rates and 

ergonomic, operator friendly controls and maneuverability, you can speed 

through the toughest projects thanks to the 1475 ft.lbs (1999.8 nm) of total wheel 

torque. This machine is a favorite for many contractors booking jobs with a lot of 

square footage to cover. 

Although the T2200 Pro is an excellent option for some, the weight restrictions for 

some jobs and elevators don’t allow for the use of this machine. Also, although it 

meets Tier III CARB and EPA emissions standards, there are some locations and 

job that still won’t allow for the use of propane floor removal equipment for Disc
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various reasons… Which is why we have created electric powered Terminators as 

you’ll see below 

TERMINATOR 3000 EI 

The T3000 EI is the newest version of our EI models. Weighing in at 2784lbs 

(1263kg), with the options of additional weight pack, this incredibly powerful 

machine will easily remove 80-90% of coverings on the first pass. The new 

redesigned frame fits through any standard doorway or elevator with ease. 

Like the others, the T3000 EI is equipped with ergonomic controls that’s allows 

for easy maneuverability and operator comfort. The Zero memory battery offers 

limited maintenance and zero emissions for those unable to use propane 

equipment. 

For smaller jobs, some may find the weight of the machine doesn’t comply with 

some weight restrictions, but that is easy to determine ahead of time. 
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The high production rates, redesigned frame and easy operations makes the 

T3000 an industry favorite, and the most productive battery powered ride-on-

floor scraper on the market. It is by far one of our best-selling machines.  

Our Terminator line offers an efficient machine option for any contractor or job. 

Understanding the differences between the models is important so you can make 

the right decision to achieve the maximum production rate potential. 

We are always trying to improve our equipment, including the Terminator line, 

to make sure we're offering our customers the best possible quality. If you have 

any other questions or maybe even suggestions, we encourage that you share 

them  with our team so we can do a better job as supporting our customers and 

giving them exactly what they want. 
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